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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Study

One of the foremost problems to educators, M d one of

the most persistent, is 'he problem ow academic success,

1 d conversely academic failure. The rroble m, though

studied by mmay, has never been satisfactorily solved in

all phases of education.

There are many aspects to academic failure, all of

hi-ch are linked to the purposes of the education process,

and the yardsticks by which success and/or failure are

mreteasured have been both assailed ad praised by those both

in the field and outside it. For all practical purposes a

yardsticks is necessary, and the one we must use is the aca-

demic record based on teacher's marks. It is assumed that

these marks are as objective a yardstick as can be found.

In our un-versities today we must devise means of selecting

those studai ts who have the least possible cU nce for failure,

if we are to assume that the psychologici effect of failure

is %i unnecessary burden for those rio do not make the

grade."

We cannot hope to eliin ate this iproble. in its en-

tirety. The complexity of the situation is well understood

by those concerned with it, but it is believed that some,

at le st, of those who do not succeed could have been

1
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stred this ifallTe pexerience." The problem is well stated

by Lindquist:

A University which has a large number of applicants,
which Is not reouioed by law to adidt those students
whom it considers substandard, and which iishes to pre-
serve high stm dards of achievemtent, is faced with the
necessity of devising methods of pre di c tin college suc-
cess in order to screen out those candidates least
likely to succeed. 1

The problem of academic failure has been of real con-

cern to the administration and faculty at Syracuse University.

The study at hand is concerned specifically with the prob-

lem in the College of Home Economics. Through a study of

the data known about students at the time of entr ance into

the College, it was thought that a better basis for selec-

tion night be recommended for the adrissi on o f students to

the Colle-i-e. Such questions as the follo wing arise in the

mind of the research worker:

1. Do the group psychological tests given at the Uni-

versity at the time of entrance give us one basis

by which we may predict probable academic success

or failure?

2. Are the known high school qiartiles dependable

bases for selection of successful students?

3. "re there factors in the family backgrounds of these

students that.may be significant in their selection?

PE. F. Lindquist, Editor, Educational Measurement,

p. 86.
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4. Does an objective personality test have validity

as a predictive factor in the success of a student?

5. Do we have any anecdotal records that reveal signifi-

cant differences in personal adjustment between

successful and failed students?

6. Are we able to predict the probable success of

failed students upon readmission?

7. Do we have any combination of factors that may be

significant in predicting the probable surcess of

a student?

Administrative Policies and Procedures

In order to understand better the academic data de-

scriabed in the study, it is believed that a brief outline

of the administrative policies and procedures in this Uni-

versity and College is necessary.

Syracuse University is a private, non-sectarian insti-

tution established originally in 1849 at Lima, New York,

as Genesee College. In 1870, it was moved to Syracuse and

rechartered as Syracuse University. During the academic

year 1950-51, it was composed of eighteen colleges affi

schools.

The College of Home Economics, Syracuse University,

was established in 1918. Since its establishment thirty-

three years ago, the problem of academic achievement has

been of paramount importance to the administration of the
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college. From the early requirement of high school gradua-

tion for admission, the requirements have been changed and

altered with a view to admitting only those students who

were able to cope with the curricula and develop a three-

fold objective-preparation for dynamic citizenship, effec-

tive family living ai d successful participation in the

vorld of business and professions. 2 A5 late as 1947 the ad-

mission hinged only upon graduation from an accredited

secondary school with sixteen units in a course providing

satisfactory preparation for the work of the college and

consisting in the main of English, foreign language, mathe-

matics, science and social science, and the presentation of

a high school record which would secure the recommendat ion

of the principal of the school and indicate ability t do

satisfactory work. 3

In 194 the admission requirements were altered to

add the following: "Where the secondary school record is

below the average of the g aduat*Lng class, but the above

two requirements are met, satisfactory completion of the

scholastic aptitude test of the College Entrance Examination

Board is required. . . ." In 1949 the entrance require-

ments were altered to require that all applicants for ad-

mission must take the Scholastic Aptitude portion of the

colIege of Home Economics, Syracuse s
Bulle tin, May, 19 7,p. 6.

colee of Home Ec comics, 1.yr .nes, i i3L iy
Bulletin, March, 1947, p. 9.



College Entraice Examination Board.4 At the time of the

writing of this study there were not sufficient data col-

lected to warraat the use of these test results.

In a recent publication of the American Council on

Education it is noted that

. . . mere graduation froo high school, however, is in-
sufficient evidence of ability to cope satisfactorily
With college work, particularly since the standards of
graduation vary from school to school. In such a situa-
tion the college must either lower its academic stand-
ards or each year fail a considerable nruber of students.
Both of these procedures, as well as a compromise solu-
tion, have been used in dealing with the problem. The
procedure of eliminating a large proportion of the
students on the basis of the rades in the first or
half-term, that is , of tryout selection, has obvious
advantages. The validity of the procedure is unques-
tionable insofar as course grades are valid end reliable.

On the other hand the objections to the tryout
method are not only that it is inefficient and costly,
but even mcre important, that it may cause a serious
sense of failure end frustration in many students.

Although Syracuse University has attanpted to nmintain

high admission standards, the problem of academic failure

has not been satisfactorily solved. One of the measures

undertaken to help the student is the use of the "probation"

system which is described in the college bulletin:

a. Admissions probation. A student admitted on proba-
tion must make a "C" average during his first tern
to be eligible for registration the second tem. No

4College f Hoe Economics, Syracuse University Bulletin,
August, 1914s, op. c

5Lindquist, op. cit., p. 86.
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student on admiissions probation may be permitted to
hold a scholarship, or receive aid from any funds
controlled by the University.

b. University probation. ienever the work of the
student is unsatisfactory (but not sufficiently so
to cause dismissal) the student may be placed on
probation by the University Committee on Scholarship.
A student on academic probation may not receive
scholarship or other tuition aid from any fund con-
trolled by the University. Probation is in the
nature of a warning that the student must improve
the quality of his work or face dismissal for low
scholarship.

c. College probation. Student whose work is not
satisfactory to his Dean may be placed on probation
whien he is not placed gn probation by the University
Scholarship Committee .

This problem is the joint responsibility of several of

the administrative staff. At the end of each term the

colleges call for a meeting of the University Academic

Committee. The Committee consists of the Vice Chancellor

of the University, the Dean of the College involved and the

Dean of Women and/or the Dean of Men. Academic records

are prepared by the College office, and the Dean of Women

and/or Dean of Men, furnish their personnel records for the

use of the Committee. The Vocational Counselor on the staff

of the Dean of Women is an ex-officio member of the Coimaittee.

All available data on the students are used in determining

the best solution for the students concerned. Any student

who falls below the cumula tive "C" average is automatically

6Collexe of Home Economics BuJLetin, Syracuse Univer sity,
19O-"T7 )7IO7
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on University Academic Probation. 
In the college of Home

Economics this means that the student must limit her pro-

gra to fourteen credit hours (plus physical education)

during the following term. Social restrictions are also

enforced by the Women's Student Government in the living

centers. The University has no absolute rules of 
procedure

as to when a student is dropped for academic failure, 
but

considers each case individually. If, in the opinion of

the Committee,, the student's record is so far below the

"0 average required that she would stand very 
little chance

of graduating from Syracuse University, she may be dropped

for failure. Students so dismissed may apply for re-admis-

sion to the Office of the Dean of Women after 
one calendar

year. The student must present an acceptable 
college record

from another college or a satisfactory work record from her

e mployer hen she applies for re-admission. The Dean of the

college and the Dean of Women, in the case of women students,

review the records and determine if the application is jus-

tifiable. If the student is allowed to return she does so

with the stipulation that she make a "C" average in all

work taken during the first term after re-admission 
and the

academy. ic load is again restricted.

At Syracuse the problem of the effect of academic

failure on the student is most important. The functions cc

the Academic Committee have, therefore, been made elastic

to meet the need of considering this fact.



The grades, credit hours and grade points of the College
are explained in the current bulletin as follows:

a. Credit hours. Credit hours indicate the quantityof work in a cour-se and vary with the differentcourses. The number of credit hours allowed foreachbcourse is indicated in t1he bulletinb. (Grade points. Grade points indicate the qualityot the uork done according to the following scale:
Grade Points perGrade 

per Credit Hour

B 2***

D 0* *

c. Academic averages. [cademicdaverages for all pur-poses will be calculated by dividing grade pointsearned by hours carried. To bein good standing itis necessary for the total grade points earned atleast to equal the total hours carried.

Students who are admitted to the College of Home Economics
enroll for the first year in the basic freshman program:

First Second
Term TermOrientation, Euthenics 1 .T.er 1 TSocial Behavior, Euthenics 5 . . 2 2Art Appreciation and Application,

A. A. 10 . 0. * .* . 3Clothing Appreciation and Appli-
cation, A. A. 20. .3

oScience of Cookery, Foods and
Nutrition 20. 5 5Composition and Literature,
English ......... 3 3Electives or Speech 3. .. .. 3 3Physical Education .. .*1

18 18
*The first half o' this course is inorganicchemistry.
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Students may choose to defer one of these basic require-

ments until the sophomore year, but deviations are worked

out with the freshman adviser and/or the Dean of the College.

The major sequences of the College, f or one of which

a student enrolls at the beginning of the sophomore year,

cover a variety of fields. The fields include: (1) Ap-

plied Arts (a) Interior Design and Home Furnishings, (b)Cloth-

ing Design, Construction and Textiles, (c) General Art;

(2) Equipment in Business; (3) Euthenics Seqience (General

Home Economics); (4) Family Living ad Child Development;

($) Foods and Nutrition (a) Hospital Dietetics, (b) Nu-

trition Work with Social Agencies, (c) Foods in Business;

(6) Housing Sequence; (7) Institution Administration;

(8) Home Economics-Journalism; (9) Merchandising; (10) Pre-

professional lork with Social Agencies; (11) Teacher

Education.

The degree of B. S. in Home Economics is granted upon

completion of the following requirements: (1) the student

must have credit for (a) a minimum of 124 hours in keeping

with the requirements as indicated and for (b) as many

grade points as hours carried, i. e., the student must have

an average of C for the entire course; (2) the last thirty

hours of work toward the degree must be done in residence;

(3) the student must have paid or satisfactorily adjusted

all college dues; (4) the student must not be under disci-

pline and (5) the student must be duly recommended by the

faculty, by the University Senate, and by the Trusteos.
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In all sequences of the college about one-half of the

academic work is done in other colleges of the University

Including the College of Liberal Arts, College of Business

Administration, School of Speech and Dramatic Art, and the

College of Fine Arts.

Vocational counseling within the college is the joint

responsibility of the administrative staff and faculty.

Each major sequence has its own adviser who is a faculty

member directly concerned with the work of the sequence.

Freshman advisers are appointed by the Dean of the College.

The primary concern of the faculty advisers is then directed

specifically toward their own major field. Vocational

counseling of a more general nature is carried on in the

office of the Dean of the College and the office of the

Dean of Women. The Psychological Services Center of the

University is also concerned with this problem.

About midway in the semester the faculty report grades

for the students as they stand at that tiMe. In the College

of Home Economics, the faculty report all grades to the

college office for students in the following categories:

(1) all entering freshman students; (2) all probation

students in the college; (3) any student with a grade below

"".? The grades are then recorded, and the students, their

parents, and the office of the Dean of Women are notified

if a grade is below "C". The probation students are noti-

fied of their standing in each course within the college.
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Other colleges of the University send notices of grades to

the office of College of Home Economics only if the students

standing is unsatisfactory.

In addition to notifying the students of their stand-

ing, the office urges the students to contact their pro-

fessors, where their standing is low, and to work with them

in raising their grades. If the student is reported to

have a number of lov grades, a personal interview is ar-

ranged with the Dean of the College to makes every effort

to help the student. The Head Resident in the living center

is also made aware of these marks through the office of the

Dean of VWomen.

The reporting of grades at mid-semester gives the

student and administration notice that improvement is neces-

sary and observation would tend to show that may students

do improve before the end of the term.

We speak of the College of Home Economics as a small

college within a large University. The current enrollment

of 450 students permits a closer relationship with faculty

and fellow students than is true in some of the larger col-

leges. The very nature of the work requires that small

units of courses be established, i. e., twenty-four students

in the freshman applied arts laboratory, sixteen students

in a foods laboratory. Lecture sections may be necessarily

large, but laboratory facilities limit the sizes of the

classes markedly.



CHAPTER II

OTHER STUDIES IN THE FIELD

The American Home Economics Association recently pub-
lished a committee report concerning criteria for evaluating
undergraduate programs in home economics colleges. The com-
mittee recommended the following in the admission of students
to colleges of home economics:

1. Prepare literature that gives accurate informationabout requirement, opportunities and objectives ofthe department f or the use of Recruitment and Ad-missions officers.
2. Review the records of prospective students and con-sider recommendations as to personal qualificationsand habits rcf work, interests and objectives.3. Provide for deiertmental representatives to interviewapplicants to determine whether home economics as afield and the particular department in qu stion areadapted to the student's needs, objectives and abili-ties*0*
4. Have qualified staff members interpret for the studentinterest scores, special test results and ratings byformer teachers. Such information should be used inguiding students to professional curricula.1

In preparing to undertake the study of admission of
students to the College of Home Economics, Syracuse University,
the second of the above requirements seemed to be the most
pertinent for study. The first criterion has been adequately
met, though it could be improved upon, gaid the third and
fourth criteria have been met adequately,

'American Home Economics Association, Home Economicsin Higher Education "Criteria for Evaluating Ue__ZraEc.~1, rafrEaut n nergraduate~ogram-s, P.797

12 -
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The problem of admission of students to colleges of home

economics has not been extensively studied, and much of the

literature available is relative to colleges of liberal arts,

Schools of nursing, and other schools, where the problem is

quite different in nature. Home economics colleges today are

gradually working their way out of the stigma that has been

attached to them by the many persons who still regard them

as primarily "cooking and sewing" schools on just a little

higher level than high-school home economics. In truth, col-

leges of home economics are professional schools preparing

young women and young men for positions as dietitians, social

welfare workers, nursery school workers, workers in design

and clothing construction, equipment analysts and demonstrators

with equipment companies, magazine writers, cafeteria mana-

gers, interior decorators, nutritionists with social agencies,

buyers with department stores, and teachers in home economics.

Unfortunately, home economics on the secondary-school level

is still regarded by many as a course for the "dull" student

who cannot succeed in academic subject matter. This atti-

tude has carried over into the college level and the problem

of educating the public to the scope of home economics col-

leges is a tremendous challenge to administrators in the

field.

Tower found that a study of freshman students in the

College of Home Economics at Syracuse University from 1930

to 1940 gave little evidence to indicate that college work
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suffers because students took home economics in high school,

although there seemed to be no resulting influence on suc-

cessive college work for freshmen even in home economics

subjects.2 The evidence seemed quite conclusive, however,

that so far as the work of the freshman year at the Syracuse

College of Home Economics is concerned, achievement in home

economics in high school is not indicative of success in col-

lege.

Mercer found in a study of student mortality at the New

York State College of Home Economics at Cornell that there

was a statistically significant difference between the high

school records of the college honor students and those who

left school without completing their college course. The

greatest difference was shown in chemistry aid the least in

Latin. She found that the principal's ratings for the honor

group, the leaving group and the poor scholastic group showed

sharp differentiation only in qualities which may be inferred

from the applicant's academic record.

Wagner at the University of Minnesota found a signifi-

cant difference in the mean honor point ratio for those who

remained in the College of Home Economics and those who

2Dorothy E. Tower, "A Study of the Achievement in Some
Required Courses of Freshmen in a College of Home Economics"
(Unpublished master's thesis, College of Home Economics,
Syracuse University, 19141), p. 43.

3"31rgaret Mercer, "A Study of Student Mortality in a
Home Economics College," Journal of Educational Research,
XXXIV (Tarch, 1951), 531-7. ~
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withdrew. She found that those who remained in school were
academically superior to those who dropped out. Another in-
teresting finding concerned the fact that many of the drop-

outs were poorly informed vocationally about opportunities

in the college at the time of admission. An anonymous article

in the Journal of Home Economics also mentioned poor voca-

tional guidance as a reason for failure to comp2 te the col-

lege home economics course, but this author found that ap-

parently scholarship was not a controlling factor as borne

out by the academic standing of those who withdrew as com-

pared with those who remained to graduate.5

In a recent study at the University of Tennessee, Nelson
found that, in general, the rank in the high school graduating

class would have been a fairly reliable guide for predicting

success in college.6 She compared the students in the June,

1949, graduating class at Tennessee on the basis of their

attendance at a high school with a vocational home economics
course as compared with those from a general homemaking

4Gwendolyn D. Wagner, "Student Mortality Among CollegeHome Economics Freshmen," Journal of Home Economics, XXXIII(April, 1949), 244-5.

5Anonymous, "Why Home Economics Students Leave Collee"Journal of Home Economics, XXXIII (February, 1941), 103-5o
6Sarah A. F. Nelson, "Scholastic Behavior of a SelectedGroup of Home Economics Students, the University of Tennessee,"(Unpublished master's thesis, Collee of Home Economics,University of Tennessee, 1950).
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program in high school. Nelson found that the freshman en-
trance tests of these students would not have furnished a
reliable basis for predicting their success in college for
more than two-thirds of the group.

The American Council on Education found that the single
most influential factor in the admission of students is shown
to have been the applicant's own scholastic record.7

Williamson is concerned with the problem not only of
admission but of counseling students after admission:

It mustbe pointed out however, that selection ofstudents f or enrollment will not, per se, obviate theneed for counseling and for other techniques of indi-vidualization of mass educ& ion. If students are se-lected on the basis of a test of scholastic aptitudes,there still exists a tremendous range of interests,,motives, emotions, cultural background and other factors,whicn determine academic success* It is impossible tosecure an absolutely homogeneous class of students.Selection may reduce the range of individual differences.

Willianson also has a pertinent statement regarding admission
to private schools and colleges:

However, it is evident th t these privately managed andmaintained institutions should be certain that theirselective standardsn-maintaining procedures have thehighest possible reliability for individual prognosis.# . . Only about one-half of those who enter in anySeptember will be graduated four years later. Thisclearly shows--even if we make all possible allowancesfor discontinuance because of ill health, financial dif-ficulties, etc.,e-that many students are admitted with-out reliable evidence of their ability to do the re-quired work, and furthermore, that some are unfairlyejected, whereas, measurements more reliable than in-structors: marks would have permitted them to remain.

7American Council on Education, On Getting intoCollege,P. 30.

E. G. Williamson, Counseling Adolescents, p. 93.



He feels, also, that despite errors in specific grades, the

best single predictor of college success is the average of

all high school grades. Lindquist states also that cor-

relations to the order of .55 are commonly found between rank
in high school class and measures of achievement in college.9

He feels that rank in class is more predictive than average

grade, because it eliminates some of the variability due to

differences in grading practices.

Tests of scholastic aptitude are commonly used as a

predictive device for college admissions. Lindquist states

that "many studies have been made of the validity of such

tests of scholastic aptitude and it would be possible to

cite page after page of validity coefficients."10 He feels

that although it is apparent that the most valid measures

of aptitude and achieveonent yield good results there still

remains an unpredicted variance in average college grades

which amounts to approximately one-half of the total variance.

"It seems probable that this unpredicted portion is due

largely to such factors as persistence, motivation, personal

adjustment, interest and study methods-factors difficult to

quantify and measure.111

9E. F. Lindquist, Editor, Educational Measurement, p. 87-8.

10Ibid.,p. 89.

llibid.
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In a study made by the Armericax Council on Education,
it was found that scholastic aptitude tests must be used
within their frame-work limited to testing the generalaca-
demic aptitude of the student, and they are not to be confused
with so-called "general intelligence tests." The authors
remind us that they are not made to predict success in special
fields of academic work although they are sometimes useful
for this purpose.1 2  Although this work was concerned spe-
cifically with entrance into professional schools, such as
schools of medicine, law, a2d nursing, the necessity of
using a combination of variables in predicting success in
these fields was emphasized, The authors recommended the use
of the individuals previous scholastic records, the results
in scholastic and nursing aptitude tests, and tests of achieve-
ment in the areas of elementary mathematics, English, and

science.13

Rosenstein found that the American Council on Education
Psychological Examination correlated with first-senster

grades in theory in nursing schools to the order of .62. He
found also that 50 per cent of the individuals who were
dropped for scholastic reasons scored below the twenty-fifth

2American Council on Education, Predit Success inProfessional Schools, p. 7.

1 Id_., p. 181.
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percentile on the ACE and that 75 percent scored below the
fiftieth percentile.14

Crawford states that "total s core on the ACE is still
regarded by its authors, and by many persons using it, with

high-school or college freshman students, as a good all-round

measure of academic promise.15

Williams feels that there are at least three factors in-
volved in academic success:

. . . (1) aptitudes, (2) skillful use of aptitudes, and(3) willingness, drive, motivation or ambition to useaptitudes in scholastic and job competition. It iswrobable that a pupil deficient in any two of thesethree factors will have great difficulty in attainingand maintaining scholastic success.1

Achievement tests in subject matter areas have also

frequently been used by colleges as a measure of studentsA

ability. As contrasted with scholastic aptitude tests, these
tests are influenced by both the individual's aptitude and
by the amount and kind of training which he has had, In a
sense these tests measure the same information about a student
as would his scholastic record from high school, but the chief
difference is found in their uniformity, while grades may vary
within a school or between teachers.17 Lindquist feels that

14j. L. Rosenstein, "Intelligence Test Ratings andTrainability of Nurses," Pachological Clinic, XXI (December,1932-February, 1933), 2607.

l$Albert B. Crawford, Forecasting Collee Achievement,Vol. I$ p. 99.
16Williamson, 

. cit., p. 164.

17American Council on Education, op. cite., p. 7.
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generally the best predictor of success in any particular

subject is a lower-level achievement test in the same field.1O

Many investigators have attempted to measure personality
tests and interests tests and their relationship to academic
success, Lindquist states that these Tr rsonality schedules

have usually indicated negligible relationships to college
grades, although they may b e useful in other ways. 9
Williamson Leels that they are not as precise or easily in-
terpreted as other tests, and they must of necessity be used
with caution. He feels that '. . . they are indicators,

rather than measurements of personality and they provide
leads for the counselor to follow in interviewing the student.n 20

The Bell Adjustment Inventory has been used widely by
investigators who have attempted to link scores on this test
with academic success and achievement. Freeman feels:

The Bell Inventory raises a problem which is common topractically all devices of this kind; namely, do thequestions and the scores for each category actually rep-resent separate and distinct aspects of behavior andadjustment? Are these aspects elemental and mutuallyexclusive? Most critics maintain they are not elemental;and some of them, therefore, doubt the inventory's use-fulness. Others, while recognizing the instrumentsinability to portray the subject's dynamic behavior,nevertheless believe it is useful in placing the indi-vidual relative to a group in respect to the specifiedareas of behavior, as a basis for further psychologicalprobing.21

18Lindquist, op. cit., p. 98.

9 Ibid., p. 94.

20Williamson, 21. cit., p. 156.
21F ,S Freeman, Theory and Practice of Psychological

Testing, p. 372.
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Mertz compared the adjustment, as measured by the Bell

Adjustment Inventory, of three groups of women students at

Syracuse University.22Group one was composed of two hundred

entering women students with no reference to ache vennient;

group two was made up of one hundred freshman women who made

an unsatisfactory (below C) academic average at the end of

their first term of college work, and group three was composed

of seventy-five freshman women who made honor grades (an

average of B or better) the first term. All of these stu-

dents entered the University at, the same time and took the

Adjustment Inventory at the same time. Mertz determined

the percentage of each of the three groups of students in

each areas of the inventory (Home, Health, Social, Emotional

and Total) and found the differences to be negligible.

Chambers also studied academic failure and its relation-

ship to adjustment as measured by the Bell Inventor at

Syracuse University.23Her study included thirty-nine women

who were placed on academic probation at Syracuse University

in the College of Liberal Arts at the end of their first

term. She found that her data revealed that those with

intelligence scores below the University mean were better

22B. A. Mertz, "The Bell Adjustment Inventory and
Academic Achievement," (Unpublished study, Syracuse University,
1946).

EH. Chambers, "Academic Failure in College and Its
Relation to Adjustment as Measured by the Bell Adjustment
Inventory,"(Unpublished year paper, Syracuse University,
April, 1948).
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adjusted in general than those with intelligence scores above

the mean. Chambers found also that two-thirds of these

students on probation scored below thne University mean on

the Coperative Acievement Tests and three-fourths of the

women students on probation scored below the University mean

on the Cooperative Read4ing Comprehension Test.

Hake and Ruedisili studied the grades of liberal arts

freshman as compared with their scores on the Kuder Preference

Record, and found, &s have others before them, that the Kuder

scores and subject-matter grades had low correlations (.25

and under) and concluded that measured interests are a rela-

tively minor factor in academic success. 2[

It would seem that other studies done in the field of

academic success and/or failure have been done largely for

students in collqEDes other than home economics. Most of the

studies in the field of home economics have been done with

students who withdrew from college rather than with students

who were actually asked to withdraw for academic failure.

2 t. Hake and C. H. Ruedisili, "Predicting Subject
Grades of Liberal Arts Freshmen with the Kuder Preference
Record," Journal of Applied Psycholog, XXXIII (December,
1949), 553-.~7



CHAPTER III

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose cf this study is to discover what items,

or combinations of items, of information known about students

at the time of their admission to Syracuse University, College

of Home Economics, might be used to predict academic success

or lack of academic success in the college.

Method

The method used in the study is the compr ison of a

selected group of failing students with a random sampling of

successful students with respect to high-school quartile,

psychological test scores, personality test scores, selected

family background factors, anecdotal records of observed

behavior, and with respect to coMbinations of these factors.

Description of the Population

The population of this study was chosen from sixty-eight

students who were dropped for academic failure from the College

of Home Economics, Syracuse University, by the University

Academic Committee, during the period of February, 1915, to

June, 1950. Eighteen of the original group had to be elimi-

nated because of insufficient data, leaving a total of fifty

cases of academic failure with sufficient data to warrant

23



study. These will be referred to in the study as Group A or

the Failed Group. The entire population chance to be women

students; the college is predominantly female.

The population of the control group was chosen from the

student body of 450 students of the college during the aca-

demic year, 1950-51, by the use of Fisher and Yates Table

of Random Numbers. Fifty students were chosen for the pur-

poses of the study with the only criterion for inclusion being

that they had never been on academic probation in the University.

They will be referred to in subsequent data as the Successful

Group or Group B. The group is composed of women students,

with the class breakdown shown in Table 1. The students in

this group all entered during the period of the study from

September, 1947, to September, 1951. The students in the

Failed Group would have been their contemporaries had they

survived academically.

TABLE 1

CLASS BREAKDOWIT OF GROUP B, AS SELECTED BY
FISHER AND YA TES TABLE OF RANDOM IJMBERS

Class Number

Freshman . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12
Sophomores . . . . . . . . . . . . .16
Juniors . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.
Seniors .....

Number. - . . . * . . . . . . .50

1The college has admitted male students, and two are
currently enrolle d.

2 E. F. tindquist, Statistical Analysis in Educational
Research, Table 33, Appendix.
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The students in the Failed Group were dropped after one
to six semesters in the college. Table 2 describes the group
according to the number of semesters spent in the college
before failure. Twenty-five of the group, or 50 pere nt, were
dropped after two semesters, with 28 perc-ant, or fourteen
students, droppe d after one semester. Twenty 2er e3nt of the
group, or ten students vero dropped after three or four se-

mesters, and 2 per..3nt, or one student, in the group was
dropped after six sezD sters.

TABLE 2

UB JL OF SEMESTrS IM THE COLLEGE OF HOE ECONOMICS
BEFORE FAIURE OF GROUP A

& FPercent oTsemesters Frequencies Group

1 14 282 25 5034 84 6 125 0 0
"NMNWoM6 12

Total so

Table 3 shows the cumulative academic averages of the
Failed Group at the time of failure. The cumulative averages
ranged from -.10 to +89, with the mean average at.65 and
the median at .A3. An average of 1.00 is the minimum passing
average.
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TABLE 3

CUNTJAUTIlJ ACADEMIC AVERGES OF GROUP B
AT TIrE oF FAILURE

Score Limits requencies

.70 to .89 . . . . . . . . . 12

.50 to .69 . - . . . . . . . 15

.30 to .49 . . . . . . . . . 3.10 to .29 . . . . . . . . . 6
-.90 to .09 . . . . . . . . . 4-.70 to -. 89 . . . . . . . . . 0-.50 to -.69 . . . . . . . . . 0
-.30 to -.49 . . . . . . . . 2-. 10 to -.29 . . *. . . . . . 7

NTumber 50
Mean f.65
Median +.3
Standard Deviation .5183

Table 4 describes t.e transfer students who were in-

cluded in the study in Groups A and B. These students were

included as they are a general part of the population, and

academically they must meet the freshman requirements in the

curriculum, unless they have taken equivalent courses in the

colleges from which they came. Students from other colleges

in Syracuse University have seldom met these requirements,

and it is rare for students from other colleges to have had

all of them. The few cases included in this study do not

lend themselves to statistcal treatment.

Sources of Data

The Psychological Services Center at Syracuse University

gives a battery of tests to all entering students. The tests
are given in groups during the first week of the semester.
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TABLE

TPA7FE STUDENTS N GROUPS A AND 3AND THE TYfPES

O, SCHOOLS FROM WHICH THE CAM E'

Type of School Group A Group

Other Colleg3es of
yracuse University 3

Other Senior Colleges 1 3
Junior Colleges 1
iechnicalInstitutes 2 0

The battery for the group studied included the Ohio State

Psycsobgicai txaminat ion, Form 21; the Cooperative 'eadin
0 o mpehension Test, Forrm c2S, which yields three scores:

vocabulary, speed, a d level of reading; md the 'oorerative

AcVievement Tests in the areas of General Mathematics, Form

Several science, Form 0, and Social Studies, Forms S

and Y. In September, l9)9, the Psychological Services Center

substituted the America Cou cil on Education chologcal

Examination for the Ohio, and orm Y of the Social Studi es

examination for Form S but retained the other tests in tife

battery.

In 191j6, and again in1947, norms were established

on all the tests in the battery on "successful" Syracuse

University students who had reached their Junior year

without having been on probation or chaned colleges.



To make the daia comparable all Anerican Council

Psychological scores for students were converted to Ohio

scores by the use of established norm tables. Seven students

in Group A and twenty-nine students in Group B had taken

the ACE test.

The eL1 Adjestme it Iventory, Student Forn, was given

along I th the psychological tests and the data were ob-

tained from the files in the office of the Dean of oreon,.

The data on the parents and number of siblings were also

obtained there.

The high-school quartile rankings were obtained froa

the files in the office of tihe registrar.

All academic data were obtained from the records in

the office of the Dean of the College of Ho-e Economics.

The anecdotal records discussed in Chapter 4 were ob-

tained from the personnel records in the office of the

Dean of omen by a trained student counselor on the resi-

dential staff of th .Dean of Woien, ho chose to do a study

on the saie students used herein, froi the point of view

of living center data which might be pertinent to their

failure. The data she obtained is in the form of a year
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paper on file in the office of the Director of the Graduate
Program in Student Personnel, Syracuse University.3

3Sylvia M. Katz, "A Comparative Study of Fifty AcademicFailures and Fifty Academic Successes in the College of HomeEconomics of Syracuse University Made by Use of AnecdotalRecords," (Unpublished year paper, Syracuse University, 1951).



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

A. Psychological Test Results.

1. Ohio Test Scores

Table 5 shows the raw scores of the Ohio State

?sychological Examina tion, Forxr.m 21, for Group A
and Group B. It will be noted that Group A has a

mean score of 65.1o with a standard deviation of

19.46 while Group B has a mean score of 84.58 with
a standard deviation of 19.62. The median score
for Group A is 60.90 and for Group B is 88.4.2. To
test the significance of the difference in mean

scores, the following t-score formnula was used:

where m - m2  12 2

m 1 2 Ny N2-
The t-score obtained was 4.93. Using Table 29 in
Garrett's Statistics in Pychology _and Education
the writer found that for 98 degrees of freedom a
t of 2.63 is significant at the one percent level
of confidence.1  The t-score of 4.93 obtained here
is, therefore, highly significant.

2.n nrE. Garrett, Statistics inPsychology and Educa-tion, P. 464.

30
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TABLE 5

RAW SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) AND GROUP B
(SUCCESSFUL GROUP) ON THE OHIO STATE PSYCHO-

LOGICAL EX MIXATIN,~FOZM 21

GROUY AGIROUPB
Score Limits Frequencies Score Limits Freuencies

108.5-115.4 2 146.5-154.4 2101.5-108.4 2 138.5-146.4 0
94.5-101.4 0 130.5-138.4 0
87.5- 94[-4 . 122.5-130.4 2
80.5- 87.4 5 114.5-122.4 073.5- 80.4 5 106.5-114.4 466.5- 73.4 6 98.5-106.4 659.5- 66.4 8 90.5- 98.4 452.5- 59.4 7 82.5- 90.4 1145.5- 52.4 8 74.5- 82.4 838.5- 45.4 3 66.5- 74.4 431.5- 38.4 2 58.5- 66.4 724.5- 31.4 0 50.5- 58.4 417.*5- 4.4 

_______

Number 50 Number 50Mean 65.10 Mean 84.58median 60.90 MVedian 88.42Standard Deviation 19.46 Standard Deviation 19.62

t-=4.93

Within the limits of these data we may say with as-

surance that the difference in the level of success

on the Ohio State Psychological Examination, Form

21, for Group A and Group B is highly significant.

It should be noted, however, that should we take the

mean score of Group A as the point at which we would

draw a line on the admission of students, serious

injustices might be done applicants so refused.
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On inspection it was found that eleven of the Suc-

cessful Group would have been denied admission if

this criterion alone were used. It may be noted

also that six of the Failed Group made Ohio scores

above the mean of the Successful Group.

2. Cooperative Reading Comprehension Test, Form c2S.

(1) Table 6 shows the raw.scores for Group A and

Group B on the Vocabulary section of the Cooperative

Rea Test. It will be noted that Group A has a

mean score of 25.22 with a standard deviation of

10.08 and Group B has a mean score of 29.10 with a

standard deviation of 11.03. The median score of

Group A is 20.78 and of Group B is 29.10. To test

the significance of the difference of the mean

scores, the formula for the t-score again was used:

$12 2t n' -2 ' ~1 S 2
Where in1 -m 2 : 71 + T7

ml - 12. 2

The t-score obtained was 1.81. Using Table 29, it

was found that this t-score is not significant.2

(2) Table 7 shows the raw scores for Group A and B

on the level of reading comprehension. It will be

noted that Group A has a mean score of 13.68 with a

standard deviation of 6.49 and Group B has a mean

score of 17.28 with a standard deviation of 5.85.

2lbid., p. 464.
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TABLE&P6

RA SCORES FO'R GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) AamL GROUP B(SCCESSFL GROUP) ON T OQ?2PA 'IVB READINGCWNPRTHENSION TEST FORM~
VOCAJLARY

GOIP A'
Score Li*-Mits - r ece

3 5-33.4 4

47.5-48.4 0

42.5,-45-4 2
39.5-42- 4 2
3-30q9.4 335-36.4 430.5-33.4 427.5-,30.4 2
24.5-27,4 421.5-24.4 4
18.o5-2l .4

12.515. 4 49.5-,12.41
6..5- 9.4 0

Huiber 50
Mean 2522
Tledian 20*73
Standard Deviation 10.08

-6

4 347. 32114 6
43.5-7 4 12
39.5-43-4 6
35.*5-,3 9.
31.* >-35.43
27T--3 1- 623.*5-27.410
19.5-23.4 9
15.5-19-4 5

4

lumber 30
Mean 29 .10
Lle di an 29.10
Standard Devia tion 11.03

t f.m

The median score for Group A was 12.68 and for
Group B was 17.28. To test the significance of the
difference of the means the formula as again used,
With a t--score result of 2.88. This t-Score reveals
that the di 'ference of the rieans on the level of
reading was significant.
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TABLE 7

RAW SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) A 1D GROUP B
(STCcESSFTL GROUP) ON THE COOPERtATIVE READING

COMPREHENSION TEST. TFORM7c2
LE EL OF REifADIG

GROUP A GROUP B

~o or e Li-iis Fre quencies Score Limits Frequenc

27.5-30.4 1 376-40.4 1
24.5-27.4 0 34.5-37.4 0
21.5-24.4 5 31.5-34.4 0
18.5-21.4 3 28.5-31.4 0
15.5-18.4 6 25.5-28.4 3
12.5-15.4 12 22.5-25.4 2
96-12.4 7 19.5-22.4 9
6.5- 9.4 6 16.5-19.4 11
3.5- 6.4 5 13.5-16.4 13

6 3.4 5 10.5-13.4 5
7.5-10.4 4
4.6-7.4 2

Number 50 Number 50
Mean 13.68 Mean 17.28
Median 12.68 Median 17.28
Standard Deviation 6.492 Standard Deviation 5.85

t 2.88

(3) Table 8 shows the raw scores for Group A and

Group B on the speed of reading. It will be noted

that Group A had a mean score of 16.94 with a stand-

ard deviation of 9.381 and Group B had a mean score

of 22.98 with a standard deviation of 8.748. The

median score for Group A was 16.94 and Group B was

22.02. The difference of the mean scores was

treated with the original formula shown in Chapter

4, and a t-score of 3.29 was found. According to

Table 29, this was a highly significant difference.3

3 Ibid.
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TABLE 8

At SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) AD GROUP B
(SCCESSFUL GROUP) ON THE COOPERATIVE RIDING

C> iREHENSION TEST, FORM c2S
SPEDOFM~DING

GROUP A GROU
Score -ii-TEFs Freuecies EJ1e LEimits Frequencies

36.5-39.4 2 52.5-56.4 1
33.5-36.4 2 48.5-52.4 0
30,5-33.4 2 44.-48.4 127.5-30.4 2 40o5-44.4 024.5-27.4 2 36.5-40-4 221.5-24-4 3 32.5-36.4 118.5-21.4 7 28.5-32.4 415.5-18.4 4 24.5-28.4 912.5-15.4 9 20.5-24.4 10
9.3-12.4 3 16.5-20.4 136.3- 9.4 9 12.5-16.4 43.5- 6.4 3 8.5-12.4 5

._5-.A 2

number S Number 50
Mean 16.94 Mean 22.98
Median 16.94 Median 22.02
Standard Deviation 9.381 Standard Deviation 8.748

These data reveal then that the Cooperative Reading

Comprehension Test has a significant difference in mean

scores on the level and speed of reading sections. The

vocabulary section did not give us a statistically signifi-

cant difference in mean scores for Groups A and B.

It was unusual to find that these three sections of the

test did not all reveal significant differences in mean

scores. Perhaps the most conservative interpretation of

these data would concern the fact that differences in means

did occur and always in favor of Group B. Perhaps a larger

group would have ,been given more significant data in this

area.
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3. Cooperative Achievement Tests

(1) General Matiematics

Table 9 shows the scores for Group A and Group B

on the General Mathematics Achievement Test. The

mean score for Group A is 8.54 with a standard

deviation of 5.74 nd the mean for Group B is 12.90

with a standard deviation of 6.56. The median score

for Group A is 6.64 and for Group B is 11.07. The

means were treated with the original t-score formula

to determine if the differences were significant.

A t-score of 3.83 was found, giving a highly signifi-

cant value to the difference in means on the General

Mathematics Test.

(2) General Science

Table 10 siows the raw scores for Group A and Group

B on the Cooperative General Science Test. The

mean score for Group A is 41.90 with a standard

deviation of 14.81 and the mean score for Group B

is 49.34 with a standard deviation of 13.33. The

median score for Group A is 35.0 and f or Group B

is 47.66. To test the difference in means the

formula was again used and the obtained t-score

was 2.614. According to Table 29, to be signifi-

cant for 98 degrees of freedom the t-score must



TArLE 9

RAW SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) AND GROUP B
(SUCCESSFUL GROUP) ON THE COOPERATIVE
ACHIEVENIET TEST1, T

S-core _irits reuenlhes ScreiEIEs FrequencWes

20.5-22.4 3 31.5-34.4
18.5-204 0 28.5-31.416.5-18,4 4 25.5-28.4 1
14.5-16-4 I 22.5-25.4 012.5-14:4 5 19.5-22.4 1
10.5-12-4 3 16.5-19.4 88.5-10.4 0 13.5-16.4 96.5- 8-4 13 10.5-13.47
kl.5- 6.4 6 7.5-10.4 92.5- 4,4 6 4.5- 7:4 6.5-2945- 4 6
Number 50 Number 49Mean 8.54 Mean 12.90Median 6.64 Median 11.07Standdrd Deviation 5.744 Standard Deviation 6.5604

t 38

be 2.63.4 We may say then tha t the difference in

means on the General Science Test is significant.

(3) Social $tudies

Table 11 shows the raw scores for Groups A and B

on the Social Studies Achievement Test. The mean

score for Group A is 37.90 with a standard deviation

of 13.845 and the mean score for Group B is 45.75
with a standard deviation of 11.46. The median score

41bId*
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.ABLE 10

RAW SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) fND GROUP B
(SUCCESSFUL GROUP) ON THE COOPERATIVE ACHIEVEMENT

TEST, GENERAL SCIENCE, FORM 0

GROUP GROUP BScr IE, Frequences~ ScoreLiitsFreWquencer

85.5-90.4 1 81.5-87.4 180.-85.4 0 75.5-81.4 
75.5-80.4 0 69.5-75.4
70.5-75.4 1 63.5-69.4 565.5-704 1 57.5-63.4 560..5-65.4 1 51.4-57.4 6
55.5-60.4 3 45.5-51-4 1350.-55.4 6 39.5-45.4 445.5-50.4 7 33.5-39.4 9
40.5-45-4 3 27.5-33,4 3
335-40.4 5 21.5-27.4 2
30.5-35.4 14
2-5.5-30 -4 3
2W.5-25.4 2
,)0.5-20.4 0
10.5-15-4 3

Number 50 Numnib er 50
Mean 41.90 Mean 49,34
Median 35.00 IMed ian 47.'66
Standard Deviation 14.814 Standard Deviation13.332

t32.63

for Group Ar is 2810 and for Group B is 38.25. To

test the significance of the difference between

means, the formula previously mentioned was again

used, and the t-score obtained was 3.048. This

reveals a significant difference in mean scores on

the Social Studies Achievement Test for Groups A

and B.
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TABLE 11

RAW SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) AND GROUP B
(SUCCESSFUL GROUP) ON THE C0OERAATIVE AGC IEVEME7NT

TEST, SOCIAL STUDIES, FORMS S AND Y

Sco e Limits 7rPnquenceFLimiiss

70.5-754 I 74.5-79.4 1
65.5-70.4 1 69.5-74.4 .6o.5-65.4 I 64.5-69.4 0
55.5-60.4 3 59.5-64-4 3
50.5-55-4 3 54.5-59.4 6
45.5-50,4 3 49 . 5 -54.4i740.5-45.4 10 44.5-49.4 935.5-410 -4 5 39.5-44.4 730.5-35.4 4 34.5-39.4 825.5-30.4 12 29.5-34.4 220.5-25.4 3 24.5-29.4 415. 5-20.4 3 19.5-24.4 1
10.-15.4 0
5.5-10.4 0

5 .4 1

Number 50 Number 49Mean 37.90 Mean 45.75
Median 28.10 Median 38.25
Standard Deviation 13.845 Standard Deviationll.56

t ::3.048

B. High-School Quartile Rankings

Table 12 shows the high-school quartile rankings for

Group A and Group B. It will be noted that eight percent

of Group B was below the second quartile, while a total of

44 percent of Group A was below the second quartile. To

test the significance of the difference between the per-

centages of students in the first and second quartile in

Group A and Group B, the formula

:/~--L___

4Z. _ _

If



was used. The CR obtained was 13.75, which is a highly sig-

nificant difference for 95 degrees of freedora at the 1 per-

cent level of confidence.

The formula was also used to determine the significance

of the difference between the percentages of students in the

third quartile. The CR obtained was 10.91, which is a highly

significant difference.

It would appear, then, that the students below the

second quartile in high school stand very little chance of

success in the College of Home Economics at Syracuse

University. However, it should be noted that four students,

or 8 percent of Group B were in the third qiartile and are

"successful." A study of these four students revealed that

two of the four had Ohio scores above the mean of the Suc-

cessful Group. The other two students not only had low high-

school quartile rankings but also had Ohio scores below the

mean of the Failed Group. These two students' records re-

vealed that one graduated in June, 1951, without ever having

been on academic probation. This student was a local girl,

who was very enthusiastic about her work and who had excel-

lent study conditions in her home. Oneinterviewe Qemarked,

"he seems to >now That she wants and how to ge t there ."

The other student is also a local girl going into her junior

year without ever having been on academic probation. Her

record also reveals strong motivation in that her father

is a Syracuse alumnus, and she tad a brother in college.

She also had excellent study conditions at home.
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TABLE 12

HIG-SCHOOL QUARTILE RANKS FOR GROUP A (FAILED L GROUP)AND GRUP B (IU CEFUL GROUP

GROUP -AO
Bi~-0cooP equen- PTren Tig-school Freq en- Percent-au rtile ciesue

First 6 12.5 First 29 59.10Second 21 43.75 Second 16 32.63Third 17 35.41 Third 8.10Fourth 48.33 Four th 0 0.00
~Numer8 _Nmer 9

Within the limitations of these data, it would appear

that students in the third quartile, while not strong candi-

dates for admission, might have other factors operating that

would lead us to make individual recommendations in their

regard. It is interesting that both students with low high-

school quartiles and low Ohio scores are city students.

C. Personal Data

1. Ages at the time of admission

Table 13 shows the ages of Group A nd Group B at

the time of admission to the college. The iean age

of Group A is 18.56 or eighteen years, six months,

with a standard deviation of 1.345, and the mean

age of Group B is 16.05 or eighteen years, zero

months, with a standard deviation of .743. The
median age for Group A was 17.91, or seventeen years,

eleven months, and the median age for Group B was

18.1, or eighteen years, one month. The formula
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for the difference of the mean scores was again
used. The t-score was computed at 2.32. According

to Table 29 a t of 2.63 is significant at the 1 per-

cent level of confidence for 98 degrees of freedom.

Within the limits of these data, therefore, the t-

score approached the significant level.

TABLE 13

AGES OF GROUP A FAILEDD GROUP) AND GROUP B (SUCCESSFUL
GROUP) AT TE TIME OF ADISSION

GROUP A GROP B
ScoreLimits Frequencies Score LiiTs Frequencie

24.5-24.9 1 20.0-20.4 1
24.0-24.4 0 19.5-19.9 0
23.3-23.9 1 19.0-19.44
22.5-23.4 0 18.5-18.9 10
22.0-22.4 0 18.0-18.4 12
21.5-21.9 0 17.3-17.9 12
21.0-21.5 1 17.0-17.4 9
20.5-20.9 0 16.5-16.9 1
20.0-20,.4 3 16.o-1$.4I
19.-19.9 1
19.0-19.4 4
18.5-18.9 6
18.0-18.4 17
17.5-17.9 I
7.0-17.4 5_

Number 50 Number 50
Mean 18.56 Mean 18.05
Median 17.91 Median 16.10
Standard Deviation 1.345 StandardDeviations .73

It was apparent that Group A had a wider age range

as it varies from 17.0 to 24.9, while Group B ranges

from 16.0 to 20.4, but this small number of cases

precludes conclusions.
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2. Number of siblings

Table 14 reveals the number of siblings of the

students in Group A and Group B. It is interesting

to note that Group B has 52 percent of the students

with one sibling. Te difference of the percentages

in the only children in both groups was interesting

as 21 per cent of Group A were on>y children, while

only 8 per cent of Group B were only children. In

TABLE 14

SIBLINGS OF GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) AND
ROUP B (SUCCESSFUL GROUP)

QGs UUP3
number or Frequen- Percent- Num er or eTn eSwings cies age Slins cies a.e

10 1 2.0 5 1 2.0
9 0 0 4 1 2.08 0 0 3 3 6.07 0 0 2 15 30.06 0 0 1 26 52.0
5 0 0 048-0
4 2 4.0
3 10 20.0
2 13 26.0
1 13 26.0
0 11 22.0

Number 50 umber

order to determine if this difference in percent-

ages was significant, the formula for the standard

error of the difference between two uncorrelated

percentages was used:
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The CR found was 6,42, which is a highly signifi-

cant difference at the 1 per cent level of confi-

dence for 98 degrees of freedom.

Table 15 reveals the students in each group who are

only children with their high-school quartile rank,

Ohio score and parental status. It should be noted

TABE 215

OTLY CHILDREN IN GROUP A AND GROUP B WITH
THEIR OHIO SCORE, HIC-SCHOOL QUARTILE

,AIK AJ D PA RENTAL ST TTUS

High-School --
Case Number _Qartile Ohio Score Parental Status

Group A

1 2 74 Both living
5 4 60 Both living
8 3 42 Mother living

13 2 52 Both living
25 2 61 Both living
27 2 82 Both living
36 3 58 Both living
38 3 108 Both living
39 3 94 Both living
46 3 18 Both living
$0 60 1Both living

Number: 11

Group B

I153Both living
20195 Both living
30 52 Both living
39 2 98 Both living

Number: 4



that the students in Group A are from the second,

third and fourth high-school quartiles except for

Case 50 who was in the first quartile, The Ohio

scores reveal nine of the cases are below the mean of
the Successful Group, while there are two scores

above the mean. The Successful Group's only chil-

dren are from the first quartile except for tase 39,
and she is from the second quartile. The small

number of cases in this study is rot conclusive,

but it woLd appear that only children have a dif

ficult time academically if they are below the

first quartile rank in high school and the Ohio score

is correspondingly low.

3. Parental status

Table 16 shows the status of the parents. It will
be noted that 8L per cent of Group A and 90 per cent

of Group B had both parents living in a family unit.

One of Group A had both parents deceased with no

student in this category in Group B. Six of Group A
and two in Group B had the Mother only living, and

two in Grou B and one in Group A had divorced

parents.
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TABLE 16

STATUS OF TI PARENTS OF GROUP A (FAILED ROU?)
11D GROUP? (SUCCESSFUL GRQUP)

Parental Status Frequencies Per Cent

...... r oup A

Both living i2 84.0
Both deceased i 2.0
father living 0 0
Mother living 6 12.0
Divorced 2.0

Grou B

Both living 15 90.0Both deceased 0Father living 1 2.0
Mother living . 2 1,0
Divorced2a

4. Geographical dis tribut ion

Table 17 describes the geographical distribution

of Group A and B. Seventy-two per cent of Group A

and 68 per cent of Groap B are from New York State.

The remaining population in both groups is distrib-

uted over nine states, the District of Columbia and

Canada.



TABLE 17

GEOGRA.PIICAL DISTRIBUTION OF GWOUP A (FA ILED GROUP)
AIND GROUP B (SUCCESSFUL GROUP)

Group A Group B

New York 36 34
New Jersey 3 7
Pennsylvania 3 2
Massachusetts 2 2
Virginia 2
Washington, D. C.1
Delaware 01
Vermont22
Florida 1 0
Connecticut 0
Canada 0
14ashinoton 0

Number: 50

D. Personality test data

1. Home adjustment

The frequencies of the students in the five cate-

gories on the Bell Adjustment Inventory, Student

orm, for the iome ust section are shown in

Table 18. It will be noted that within the limits

of this study there are not significant differences

in Groups I and B in tis section.

47
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TABLE 18

SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILING GROUP) AND GROUP B
(SUCCESSFUL GROUP) ON THE BELL ADJUSTMEiNT

INVENTORY, STUDENT FORM

HOME ADJUSTMENT
Sgori-es Group A Group B

Excellent 16 14
Good 12 15
Average 13 13
Unsatisfactory 7 5
V unsatisfactory 2

2. Health adjustment

Table 19 shows the frequencies of the two groups on

the five categories of the Bell Adjustment Inve

on the Health section. It will be noted that there

TABLE 19

SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILING GROUP) AND GROUP B
(SUCCESSFUL GROUP) ON THE BELL ADJUSTMENT

INVENTORY, STUDENT FORTF

HEALTH ADJUSTMENT
Categories Gro2L A -Group A

Excellent 3 3
Good 22 14
Average 17 26
Unsatisfactory 6 6
,Vr_ unsatisfact or 1 0

Number 949

are no observable differences in the two groups on

the unsatisfactory end of the scale. It will be

noted that the observed behavior of the two groups
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showed a difference not shown by the Bell, as re-

vealed on page 51 in this chapter.

3. Social Adjustment

Table 20 presents the frequencies of the tvo groups

on the five categories of the Social AdJustment

section of the Bell Adustment Inventor'. It will

TABLE 20

SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) AID GROUP B(SUCCESSFUL GROUP) ON THE BELL ADJUSTMENT
INENTORY, STUDENT FORM

Very aggressive 2 8Aggressive 19 20Average 23 20Retiring $ 1
01

Number 49

be observed that the students in Group B have more

scores toward the very aggressive end of the scale,

while there are a few more students in the retiring

category for Group A. The number of students in

PhiS study, however, would preclude conclusions.

4. Emotional Adjustment

Table 21 presents the frequencies of the two groups

with respect to emotional adjustment according to

the five categories on the Bell. It will be noted

that the two groups vary in the unsatisfactory



TABLE 21

SCORES FOR GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) AND GROUP B(SUCCESSFUL GROUP) 0I THE BELL ADJTTENT
INT Y, STUDENT FOR

EMOT IONAL ADYTJSTMETT
LtL1Gr.oup~A~ ro

Excellent 8 6
Good 12 17Average 20 20
Unsatisfactory 7Very unsatisfactory 2 2

Number 49

category, with three more students in Group A than

in Group B. The number of students in this study,

however, precludes conclusions.

E. Anecdotal Records

Katz reported the negative comments in the personnel

reports of the Failed Group and the Successful Group in the

areas of home, health, s cial, emotional, and academic ad-

justment. These reports are obtained from the T4ead Resi-

dents in the living centers twice a year and are incorporated

in the records in the office of the Dean of Wo.en. All re-

ports in a student's recordtwere read and each comment in

the various areas tabulated.

1. Home Adjus tment

In the area of home adjustment the study revealed

twenty-six negative comments in the area for Group

A and twelve comments in this area for Group B.



The author noted the greatest d ifferences in the areas

of emancipation from the home md lack of security

in the hone; Group A showing less emancipation and

less security.

2. Health Adjustment

In the area of health adjustments the author found

negative comments from twenty-three for Group A

and from thirteen for Group B. The largest number

of health maladjustments centered around irregular

sleeping and eating habits where ten comments were

found for Group A and four comments for Group B.

3. Emotional ialadjustments

In the area of emotional maladjustments the negative

comments numbered fourteen for Group A and eleven

for Group B. The most interesting finding here re-

lated to withdrawn and reticent behavior on the part

of Group A, where six comments were given for them

and none for GroWp B.

4. Social Maladjustments

The author noted twenty-three negative comments in

the area of social maladjustments for Group A and

twenty-one for Group B. Eleven students of Group A

were described as having "too much social life."

The negative comments for Group B were concerned with

such things as attempting to take too much responsi-

bility in extra-curricular activities and erratic
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leadership. It should be noted that although these

are listed as negative cow ents, it was apparent

that the students so described were at least striving

toward positive leadership.

. Academic Maladjustments

The area of academic maladjustments presented

ninety-three negative comments for Group A and

t hirteen negative comments for Group B. Twenty of

the coments for Group A centered under the heading
poor study habits," and another ten comments under

"inability to budget time." Ten more comments came

under"difficulty with a specific subject." It is

interesting, too, that one of Group B requested aid

voluntarily in a reading difficulty, while there was

no record that a student in Group A had sought help

voluntarily. Eight of Group A felt they had entered

the wrong college, but none of then had a record of

seeking help in this area.

It should be noted that the anecdotal records,

would, by the nature of the administrative procedure,

have more comments of an academic nature due to the

mid-semester grading system which leads to coun-

seling by the Head Residents. The high number of

comments in this area, however, would seem conclusive.

The low high-school achievement in this group as shown

by their high-school quartiles would seem to bear

out this contention.



F. Re-admitted Students

Table 22 shows the Ohio scores and high-school quartile

rankings for the seven students in Group A who were re-

admitted to the University after having been dropped for

academic failure. It will be noted that the Ohio scores of

all but two of the students are below the mean of Group B,

and four of them are below the mean of Group A. The high-

school quartile rankings number three for the second quar-

tile, three for the third quartile, and one unknown. The

TABLE 22

HIGH-SCHOOL QUARTILE RANKING AND OHIO SCORES
FOR STUDE-ITS IN GROUP A (FAILED GROUP) RE-

ADMITTED TO THE COLLEGE AFTER FAILURE

Case Number Ohio Raw Score High-School Quartile

1 74 2
2 60 2
3 42 3
4 47 2
5 50 3
6 1 Unknown
7 10 3

Number: 7

unknown quartile ranking for Case 6 was omitted on the high-

school record by a large city high school.

Of the seven students re-admitted only one has survived

after re-admission. The rest of the group were dropped

again after one term, having failed to make the "C" average

required as a stipulation in their re-admission. Five of

the seven students in this group were city students.



The small number of students in this area makes any con-
clusions difficult, but it may be interesting to note that
the one studm t who had made good academically had been
dropped for failure from the college on two occasions. This
student is Case 7, and it will be noted that she had an
Ohio score well above the mean of the Successful Group, ith
a high-school ranking in the third quartile., This student
was clear of probation at the time of this study and expected
to graduate the next semester.

G. Combinat ion of Factors

The combina tion of certain factors in this study would
seem to give us a better predictive value for use in the ad-
mission of students than any single criterion. In order to
test this combine tion of factors as to reliability, coefficients
of correlat ion were found between the first-semester grade
averages of Groups A artB combined, the scores upon the

Ohio test for both groups, and the high-school quartile rank-
ings for both groups, wi th the following results:

0 First-semester grade average

1 Ohio State Psychological Examination raw score

2 H-Igh-school quartile rankings5

01 .51

r02 .57

5Becausea low score on the high-school quartile meansa high standing in the class, this gaw negative corr'elationcoefficients between high-school quartile and the other twovariables. To simplify computation, this variable was re-flected, that is, all the correlations with this variable had
vhe signs changed.



r12  .32

Multiple Correlation

r0 1 2 -- .66

To test the reliability of the coefficient of cor-

relation against the null hypothesis, Table 49 in Garrett

was used, and the writer found that for r01 the correlation

of .51 was highly significant for 95 degrees of freedom at

the 1 per cent level of confidence. (Ninety-seven students

had all three scores). The r0 2 of .57 was also found to be

highly significant at the I per cent level of confidence.

The r1 2 of .32 was also found to be significant at the 1

per cent level of confidence.

To test the significance of the multiple correlation,

Table 61 in Garrett was employed, and it was found that the

r of .66 for three variables and 94 degrees of freedom

(N - m) the multiple correlation was highly significant

at the 1 per cent level of confidence.

It was apparent, then, that a higher correlation existed

between the score upon the Ohio with the high-school quartile

and the first-semester average in the College of Home

Economics than when only one of these factors was utilized.

This may be due to the habit patterns which existed in

high school that made a student successful there carrying

over into college as against native ability as measured by

the Ohio without using these habits as a factor.



Even though a highly significant difference was found

in the Ohio scores between the Failed Group and Successful

Group there was enough over-lapping so t hat this factor alore

cannot predict for us a student's success in college.

Neither was there enough basis to predict success on the

basis of the high-school quartile alone, as over-lapping

again occurred between the two groups. It may be said,

however, that a combination of low high-school quartile

ranking with low Ohio scores is much more si-nificant as

a guide predicting success in the College of Home Economics

and might, therefore, well be used in determining admission

to the College.



CHA PTER V

SUM:MRY OF THE FINDLINGS

During the academic ye ar, 1950-51, fifty students who

had been dropped for academic failure in the College of

Home Economics, Syracuse University, were chosen for a study

to determine if data concerning the students known at the time

of entrance to the College could predict their success or

failure. A control group of fifty students was chosen from

the current student body by means of random sampling.

The Failed Group and the Successful Group were compared

on the basis of (1) Psychological Test Data, (2) High-School

Quartile Rankings, (3) Family Background Factors, (1) Ob-

jective Personality Test Data, (5) Anecdotal Records,

(6) Re-admitted Students' Data, and (7) Combination of

These Factors.

A. Psychological Test Data

1. Ohio State Psychological Examination

Within the limits of these data it was found that a

significant difference existed between the Failed Group and

the Successful Group on the level of success on the Ohio

State Piogcai Examination.

2. Cooperative ReadinE; Examin nation

The Failed Group and the Successful Group were found



to have significant differences in mean scores on the Level

of EeAi5ng Comprehension and Speed of Redin sections but

not on the Vocabulary section.

3. Cooperative Achievement Tests

The General Mathematics, General Science, and Social

Studies test results for the Failed Group and Successful

Group showed significant differences in mean scores for the

two groups.

B. High-School Quartiie Rankings

A significant difference in the percentage of students

in the first- and second-quartile ranks of the Failed Group

and Successful Group was found. A significant difference in

the percentage of students in the Failed Group and Successful

Group in the third and fourth quartiles was also found.

C. Personal Data

In the area of age at the time of admission it was

found that within the limits of these data thiee was a sig-

nificant difference in mean ages.

The number of siblings of the students was studied and

it was found that a significant percentage of students in the

Failed Group were only children.

The students were found to come largely from whole-

family units in both the Successful Group and the Failed

Group.
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The txo groups were found to be mainly from New York

State with nine other states and Canada evenly distributed

between them.

D. Personality Test Data

The Bell Adjustment InventoU revealed no significant

differences in the Failed Group and Successful Group in

the areas of Home, Health, Social and Emotional Adjustment.

E. Anecdotal Records

As revealed in a study by Katz, the anecdotal records

showed observable differences between the Failed Group and

the Successful Group, with respect to Home, Health, Social

Emotional and Academic Adjustments. The most differences

were noted with respect to academic maladjustments.

F Re-admitted Students

The data revealed that the seven students in the Failed

Group who had been re-admitted to the University failed on

re-admission with the exception of one.

G. The correlation of the three factors, First-Semester

Grade Average, Ohio 'tate Psychological Examination Raw

Scores, ad High-School Quartile Rankings were significant

and reliable. The First-Semester Grade Average with Ohio

State PS2chological Examination was 0.51; the First-Semester

Grade Average and the High-School Quartile Ranks was 0.57;
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and the Ohio State PMyChoLgical Examination Raw Scores with
the High-School Quartile Rank was 0.32. TLe multiple cor-

relation was 0.66.



CTAPTER VI

INTERRETATIONS AM COiCLUSION1,S

This study has revealed a significant difference in the

level of success for the students in the Failed Group and the

Successful Group on the Ohio State Psycholoical Examination,

the Level of Reading and the Speed of Reain portions of

the Cooperative Re-'ding Examination, and the Cooperative

Achievement tests in the areas of General kathemiatics,

General Science and Social Studies. It would appear to the

casual observer, then, that we could simply work out a

score or series of scores to use as a measuring stick in

admitting students to the College of Home Economics. Closer

observation reveals, however, that should an arbitrary line

be drawn on the basis of these results alone, several of

the Successful Group would have been denied admission, even

if the line were drawn at the mean of the Failed Group.

Clearly there is an over-lapping in these results that makes

our decisions somewhat more difficult.

When the high-school quartile ranking is used alone as

the criterion for admission we would again fall prey to

the fallacy of judging on the basis of group data without

consideration of the individual. 1ven when we combine these

two factors, the psychological examination and the high-school

61
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qu artile, we do not find an absolute line of demarcation.

The correlation betweenthese two factors and success in the

first semester of college work is high, but overlapping does

occur. Other factors must be operating within these students

as individuals to make some succeed and others fail, even

when their ability, as measured by objective tests, and achieve-

ment, as measured by high-school standing, are known.

Perhaps a line may be drawn so that students who apply

for the College ho fall below certain standards be required

to take further tests axd have personal interviews. The

psychological tests data used here usually is obtained

after admission to the University. It is recommended that

all students Wo fall below the second quartile in high

school should be required to take these tests before admis-

sion so that the more complete data would furnish a better

basis for prediction of success.

The students in both the Successful Group and the

Failed Group have taken academy ic subjects as required by the

College without regard for comparative ability to other

students, with few exceptions. In those cases where we

know the student's ability is lower, perhaps the answer

would be a special studies program where fewer academic

subjects could be taken in a semester and the course in

general education in the College of Liberal Arts might be

required. The question here lies in the realm of admini-

strative policy, but the writer is concernedabout the
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psychological effect of the failure of these students to

adjust to a situation ihich in the first place was of doubt-

ful outcome.

The shock of academic failure, aad it always does come

as a shock, for the students, their parents aid friends,

is much more difficult as an administrative problem than

the denial of an application for admission in the beginning.

The anecdotal records study by Katz revealed ai

interesting contrast in the academic maladjustments of the

students in two groups. The personnel records consistently

revealed poor study habits, an inability to budget time,

and the like, on the part of the Failed Group. It would be

interesting to find a method of testing study habits or

obtaining an objective analysis of each student's study

habits before admission to the College.

The Bell Adjustment Inve as revealed in this s tudy,

proved non-discriminating as to differences between the Sue-

cessful Group and the Failed Group on the areas which it

purports to measure. Perhaps other instruments of group

personality testing would prove more adequate to our needs,

as the anecdotal records differed with respect to the

findings on the Bell to a degree that warrants further re-

search as to its use as a measuring device for our purposes.

It would be interesting to investigab e further the

family backgrounds of the students in these groups. Time
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did not permit a more thorough scrutiny of the parent's oc-

cupation, the parent's school level and the student's finan-

cial resources. Personal contact with some o these students

has shown a definite language difficulty for some who come

from homes where little English is spoken.

The number of students who had been re-admitted after

failure was not great enough to ake definite conclusions,

but there is an implication here for further research.

It should be remembered that this research has dealt

with the extremes of the scale of success. Many students

do succeed in graduating 'ro: the College with one se: ester

or more of academic probation on their records. The writer

would doubt the possibility of academic probation becoming

extinct. The number of factors operating in the milieu of

academic life are too many and varied to permit such a pos-

sibility, but the writer believes it is possible to predict,

within reasonable limits, the failure of students and to

make safeguards against them. For this reason such a study

as presented here is worthwhile.

tany factors touched upon in iths study are as yet un-

explored and should give impetus to further research. Among

these are the sizes of the high schools wd the relative

sizes of the towns from which the students coie. Do the

students from the small, rural high schools fare as well

academy ically in the Collge as those from large, urban high

schools? Do the students who have had home economics courses



in high school do as well or better in the College than those

who had none? Do students Nto have had high-school chemistry

and physics do better than those Who have not?

Another technique would be to send a follow-up ques-

tionnaire to those students who failed regarding their course

after failure, their adjustment t> the failure, and their

reactions to the causes as they see them.

As mentIoned earlier, there is as yet an insufficient

number of student s who have had the Scholastic Aptitude

Portion of the College Boards to determine the validity of

this measuring instrument for use in our admission of students,

Currently the Admissions Office of the University uses this

test result, along with the high-school quartile ranking and

the Principal or Guidance Counselor's recommendation in

making the selection of students.

Perhaps there are few universities in the country that

har e as many and as available sources for help and coun-

seling as Syracuse. The anecdotal records revealed a

glaring lack of "push" on the part of those students in

academic difficulty in availing themselves of the help

offered them. Thy do these students not seek help?

The number of city students in the Failed Group should

be of concern to the Administrat ion also. Perhaps our

policy of admitting city students should be carefully
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reviewed as the impact of failure on these students is

possibly even more serious when they must continue to live

and 'nork within the shadow of the University.

The following excerpt from a recent study by the

Annerican Council on Education gives pause for thought:

While it is often possible to state with assurance,
when a prediction failure occurs, that the student
in question failed because of too many social dis-
tractions, or because of a lack of objective or
because of emotional problems, it is much more dif-
ficult to identify uch students prior to their ad"
mission to college.

'American Council on Education, On Getti into College,
P. 30.
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